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Abstract

The evolution of human-virus associations is usually reconstructed from contemporary
patterns of genomic diversity. An intriguing, though still rarely implemented, alternative
is to search for the genetic material of viruses in archeological andmedical archive spec-
imens to document evolution as it happened. In this chapter, we present lessons from
ancient DNA research and incorporate insights from virology to explore the potential
range of applications and likely limitations of archeovirological approaches. We also
highlight the numerous questions archeovirology will hopefully allow us to tackle in
the near future, and the main expected roadblocks to these avenues of research.

One iconic effect of the rise and coming of age of high-throughput sequenc-

ing (HTS) was the quick maturation of ancient DNA (aDNA) research.

HTS lifted multiple technical hurdles that affected PCR-based aDNA

analysis, inaugurating the era of ancient genomics (paleogenomics; der

Sarkissian et al., 2015). Over much of its first decade, paleogenomics had
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a strong focus on the evolution of humans (Llamas et al., 2017) and domestic

animals (Frantz et al., 2020). Past infectious diseases also generated consid-

erable interest, and this soon translated into seminal works on bacteria.

Many of these early studies have focused on Yersinia pestis, the causative

agent of plague. Y. pestis was the first bacterium from which a complete

genome was reconstructed from archeological remains (Bos et al., 2011;

Schuenemann et al., 2011). This initial success confirmed the pathogen

was the causative agent of the Black Death, the plague pandemic that swept

through Europe in the 14th century. Y. pestis was subsequently identified as

causative agent for multiple antique and modern plague pandemics and was

even identified in much older remains from the Bronze Age, documenting

more than 5000years of the association of this bacterium with mankind

(Andrades Valtuena et al., 2017; Bos et al., 2016; Feldman et al., 2016;

Keller et al., 2019; Rascovan et al., 2019; Rasmussen et al., 2015; Spyrou

et al., 2016, 2018, 2019; Wagner et al., 2014). Although such a detailed

characterization of the history of human-pathogen associations is far from

common, the field of ancient bacterial genomics has progressed considerably

and researchers have reconstructed genomes hundreds or even thousands of

years old for a diverse set of bacteria, including Mycobacterium leprae (e.g.,

Schuenemann et al., 2013), Mycobacterium tuberculosis (e.g., Bos et al.,

2014), Salmonella enterica (e.g., Vågene et al., 2018), and Treponema pallidum

(e.g., Majander et al., 2020).

In comparison, the hunt for ancient human viral genomes is in its

infancy. The molecular archaeology of viruses (thereafter, archeovirology;

Box 1) made some of its first successes before the availability of HTS, with

the reconstruction of a complete genome of the 1918 influenza virus from a

body preserved in permafrost (Taubenberger et al., 2005) and partial

genomes of the human immunodeficiency virus from medical archives

( Jonassen et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1998). However, it took almost two

decades before HTSwas really harnessed for the study of ancient virus geno-

mics. Here, we summarize what aDNA research has taught us about ancient

nucleic acid survival and discuss how virus characteristics may impact the

detection (and authentication) of their genomic material in archeological

and archival remains. We then build on these expectations and recent expe-

riences to highlight both the potential and inherent limitations of this

burgeoning field of research. Throughout, we attempt to synthesize key

findings in archeovirology without necessarily expanding on the complete

history for each of the specific examples; for the reader interested in a more

detailed description of the process by which archeovirology efforts
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reconstructed the evolutionary histories of several iconic pathogens, we

include dedicated material focused onHBV (Hepatitis B virus), variola viruses

(Variola virus), 1918 influenza viruses (Influenza A virus) and HIV-1 (Human

immunodeficiency virus 1) at the end of this chapter (Boxes 2–5).

1. Three decades of aDNA research and more
than a century of virology set expectations
for archeovirology

1.1 Lessons from aDNA and aRNA
DNA starts being degraded immediately after death, a consequence of the

disruption of processes within living cells that contribute to its stability

(e.g., damage repair systems correcting the effect of spontaneous chemical

reactions, controlled nuclease activity) and, at a larger scale, of the invasion

BOX 1 Archeovirology vs paeovirology.
The term paleomicrobiology is sometimes used by researchers working on
ancient pathogen genomics (e.g., Bos et al., 2019). It might be tempting to use
the term paleovirology to refer to the subdiscipline of paleomicrobiology focus-
ing on viruses. However, the seat is already taken. Paleovirology has been used to
define the field of research interested in endogenous viral elements (EVE) inte-
grated in host genomes, that we now know exist for all major groups of viruses
(Aiewsakun and Katzourakis, 2015). Therefore, we would rather recommend to
use the term archeovirology when referring to the molecular archeology of
viruses.

Incidentally, archeovirology and paleovirology are complementary: while the
former directly investigates past host-virus associations using the physical arche-
ological/museum record, the latter reconstructs them from the fossil genomic
record. At present, both disciplines focus on different timescales—relatively
recent ones for archeovirology (with a likely upper limit at 1 million years) and
much more ancient ones for paleovirology (typically tens of millions of years;
Kawasaki et al., 2021). However, it is entirely conceivable that they will meet at
some point. For example, the most common EVEs, i.e., endogenous retroviral ele-
ments, have already been identified in Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes
(Agoni et al., 2012), some of them unique to these lineages of archaic humans
(Lee et al., 2014). Given the long time required for neutral EVEs to reach fixation
in the human lineage (Marchi et al., 2013) and the regular extinction of branches
of the human tree (including within Homo sapiens), human paleogenomics might
unveil EVEs reflecting large viral outbreaks of the recent past of mankind.
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BOX 2 Archeovirology of HBV.
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) causes acute and chronic liver disease in humans. It can be
transmitted through body fluids during birth and horizontally (e.g., sexual con-
tacts, needles, blood transfusions). Despite the availability of an effective vaccine,
HBV still infects millions of people around the globe (according to WHO, in 2015
more than 250 million people lived with chronic HBV infection)(WHO, 2020a).
HBV belongs to the family Hepadnaviridae, which contains the bird-infecting
genus Avihepadnavirus and the mammal-infecting genus Orthohepadnavirus. In
humans, 10 genotypes of HBV are known (A–J) which have distinct geographic
distributions (Sunbul, 2014). Nonhuman primates, including Asian and African
apes, are also infected with HBVs (Robertson and Margolis, 2002), and ape
HBVs form a monophyletic group that nests within the human HBV diversity
(Paraskevis et al., 2015). Different scenarios for the origin and spread of HBVs have
been proposed, including codivergence with primates, a relatively recent South
American origin, and a global spread that followed migration of anatomically
modern humans out of Africa (Littlejohn et al., 2016).

The sequencing of ancient HBV genomes gave a new push toward dis-
entangling these hypotheses. HBV has turned out to be an excellent target
for the recovery of ancient sequences due to its relatively stable, partially
double-stranded circular DNA genome, its high prevalence in the human popu-
lation, and prolonged high viremia during chronic infection. Indeed, the first
putative ancient HBV genome was already published in 2012 from a 16th century
mummy from Korea (Kahila Bar-Gal et al., 2012). However, this genome was
closely related to modern HBV strains circulating in Korea and constructed using
PCR precluding authentication based on damage profiles. Therefore, some
doubts about the authenticity of the sequence remained. Another HBV genome
from a 16th century mummy from Italy, published in 2018, yielded similar results
of being closely related to modern genotype D strains with no clear temporal sig-
nal in a dataset including this ancient and modern HBV genomes (Patterson Ross
et al., 2018). This genome, however, was constructed using HTS and its ancient
origin could be verified based on the damage profile. The authors concluded that
HBV evolves at such a slow rate that 450 years were insufficient to accumulate a
temporal signal rendering molecular dating using clock-based methods impos-
sible (Patterson Ross et al., 2018).

A real break-through was achieved that same year by two simultaneous
publications of ancient HBV genomes (Krause-Kyora et al., 2018; M€uhlemann
et al., 2018b). Together, these seminal works found 15 diverse HBV genomes
inmedieval, Bronze Age and Neolithic archeological remains, including the oldest
exogenous human virus sequenced to date. The latter provided direct evidence
that HBV was already present in Europe more than 7000years ago (Krause-Kyora
et al., 2018). Heterochronous HBV datasets including ancient genomes now con-
tained sufficient temporal signal to construct tip-dated phylogenies and infer
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of the body by microbial decomposers that actively digest it. With time,

these processes result in predictable characteristics often found in aDNA:

(1) aDNA molecules are rare and only constitute a minute fraction of all

DNA present in an ancient specimen (typically a few percent of the extract),

(2) these molecules are short or even very short, with typical average

BOX 2 Archeovirology of HBV.—cont’d
long-term substitution rates of HBV. The MRCA of all human infecting HBVs was
dated to 8600 to 20,900years ago (M€uhlemann et al., 2018b). This highlights that
early human migrations prior to this time cannot be used to explain the modern
diversity and geographic distribution of HBVs.

Importantly, some ancient strains belonged to genotypes that are nowadays
found in completely different geographic locations, e.g., genotype Awas found in
Russia where genotype D is predominant today (M€uhlemann et al., 2018b).
Genotype A was previously thought to have an African origin. Based on a
six-nucleotide insert that is present in all genotype A genomes except for the
three oldest ancient HBVs from Eurasia it now seems likely that genotype A
instead spread from Eurasia to Africa (M€uhlemann et al., 2018b). This scenario
is further supported by a 2000-year-old HBV genome from an Egyptian mummy
that also carries the six-nucleotide insert (Neukamm et al., 2020). Clearly, the
modern geographic distribution of HBVs alone cannot be used to infer the global
spread of the pathogen.

Furthermore, ancient HBV genomes allowed to identify new recombination
events, in particular the recombinant origin of genotype A (M€uhlemann et al.,
2018b). Some of the ancient genomes clustered with HBVs of NHPs and likely
represent unknown human genotypes that have gone extinct (Krause-Kyora
et al., 2018, M€uhlemann et al., 2018b).

Finally, ancient HBV sequences can also help to understand more recent
routes of pathogen spread. An HBV genome was sequenced from the tooth of
a 16th century first-generation slave fromWest Africa whose remains were recov-
ered from a mass grave in Mexico City—the genome clustered with modern
strains from Africa providing direct evidence of pathogen dispersal through
forced migration (Barquera et al., 2020).

Overall, HBV is a great example for the feasibility of viral aDNA recovery. While
ancient HBV genomes certainly opened as many questions regarding the origin
and evolution of orthohepadnaviruses as they answered, they also demonstrated
that it is impossible to reconstruct an accurate picture of the complex evolution-
ary history of HBV (and possibly other viruses) when considering only modern
sequences.
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BOX 3 Archeovirology of variola viruses.
Smallpox was a highly virulent disease caused by variola virus (VARV), a member
of the family Poxviridae. VARV had a devastating impact on human demographics
in the 17th and 18th centuries, causing an estimated 300–500million deaths, and
was finally eradicated in 1980 through a global immunization campaign initiated
200 years earlier by (Theves et al., 2016). According to historical reports and
archeologic findings, smallpox-like disease may have existed as early as ancient
Egypt (Fenner et al., 1988), but much uncertainty remains around its geographic
origins and evolutionary timescale. The majority of VARV genomes sequenced
thus far are dated between 1946 and 1977 (Esposito et al., 2006), which provides
a very small snapshot of the evolution of a slow evolving DNA virus. These have
revealed the existence of two VARV clades in the 20th century: the P-I, or variola
major, clade including strains with a higher virulence; and the P-II, or variola
minor, clade including strains from West Africa and the South American variant
Alastrim, both known to cause a milder form of the disease.

The first ancient VARV sequence was obtained from a permafrost-buried
mummy in Siberia dated between the late 17th and early 18th century
(Biagini et al., 2012). Despite only retrieving 718bp of the�186kb VARV genome,
this sequence provided the first indication of several lineages circulating in the
past, whose presence was no longer detectable in the diversity sampled in the
20th century. This hypothesis was confirmed a few years later, when a complete
VARV genome was reconstructed from a 17th century Lithuanian child mummy
(Duggan et al., 2016). In phylogenetic analyses, this genome (VD21) fell basal to all
modern VARV strains sequenced, confirming the previous existence of other
VARV lineages and estimating the divergence from a common ancestor to have
happened between 1588 and 1645 (according to a strict clock and constant pop-
ulation size model). The introduction of vaccination in the 18th century was pro-
posed as a phenomenon leading to a bottleneck in the survival of VARV lineages.
This study also provided insight into the functional evolution of VARVs by com-
paring gene inactivation patterns, a mechanism known to characterize the evo-
lution and host adaptation of poxviruses (Hendrickson et al., 2010). The same
gene inactivation pattern was observed, suggesting that the loss of function
observed in all VARV genomes sequenced until then would have occurred prior
to mid-17th century. A later re-assembly, providing an improvement in the res-
olution of the VD21 genome, further pushed back this date by 100 years and
highlighted a drift toward A and T richness in modern VARV genomes
(Smithson et al., 2017).

The recovery of two additional genomes, dated between the mid-19th and
early 20th centuries, from two samples with evident exanthematous disease pre-
served in unknown solution in the Czech National Museum of Prague (Pajer et al.,
2017) further questioned these estimates by proposing a tMRCA of all VARVs
around 1350AD. The dates attributed to the samples and used for calibrating
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fragment sizes in the range of a few dozen to a few hundred nucleotides,

(3) aDNA tends to present single-stranded overhangs where deamination

of cytosines happens at an accelerated pace, resulting in an apparent accumu-

lation of C-to-T and G-to-A miscoding lesions near the end of sequencing

BOX 3 Archeovirology of variola viruses.—cont’d
the Bayesian analyses were, however, performed via D-aspartic acid racemization
and a new evolutionary analysis of this dataset by Porter et al. (2017) showed that
the two Czech genomes were more likely to have been sampled between 1918
and 1937. Using these sampling dates, the estimated tMRCA of VARVs was again
pushed forward to late 16th early 17th century. Recently, a VARV genome dated
to 1766AD was sequenced from a specimen from England (Ferrari et al., 2020).
This genome, together with the Lithuanian VD21, fell basal to all modern
VARVs, and tMRCA of these two ancient genomes and the modern ones was esti-
mated around 1651AD. This evidence further supported the existence of a
greater VARV diversity in the past.

A new perspective on the history of VARVs was recently offered by the
sequencing of this virus in samples from the Viking Age (M€uhlemann et al.,
2020). The remains of 11 individuals sampled across northern Europe, the
United Kingdom and Russia and dated to 603–1050CE, contained genomic traces
of VARV ranging from a few thousand base pairs to complete genomes.
Phylogenetic inference using the four complete genomes retrieved showed that
these ancient VARV genomes form a monophyletic clade in sister relationship to
all other VARV sequences, including those of the 17th century. Placement of the
additional partial sequences in the phylogeny was in line with their dating esti-
mates, and suggested that multiple viral lineages were circulating during the
Viking Age. The tMRCA of the VARVs sequenced in this study and modern ones
was estimated around 1700years ago. When comparing gene inactivation pat-
terns, these revealed that some genes that were inactive in these ancient
VARVs, were present in an active form in modern VARV. Furthermore, in some
instances the shared inactivation of certain genes was caused by different muta-
tions. These functional investigations led to the hypothesis that upon diverging
from a common ancestor, VARVs underwent a parallel evolution. Overall, this
study not only pushed back the date of the first confirmed smallpox cases by
1000 years, but also proved that the introduction of VARVs into Europe occurred
earlier than hypothesized through historical accounts (e.g., from returning
Crusaders; Fenner et al., 1988).

The recovery of these few ancient VARV genomes has provided (over just
5 years) much insight into the evolutionary trajectory of a virus that has heavily
influenced human history.
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BOX 4 Archeovirology of 1918 pandemic influenza viruses.
The 1918 influenza pandemic was the largest global catastrophe of infectious ori-
gin of the 20th century, causing an estimated 50–100 million deaths ( Johnson
and Mueller, 2002). Despite the impact of this pandemic, much uncertainty
remains around its unfolding. The disease proceeded in three waves: a mild
one in the spring of 1918, followed by deadlier waves in the 1918 fall and
1919 winter (Taubenberger and Morens, 2006). Based on historical and medical
reports from that time, several hypotheses have been put forward on the geo-
graphical origin of the first cases and subsequent spread, including military
camps in North America and Europe, and northern China (reviewed in:
Worobey et al., 2019). Except for acknowledging that the virus had likely been
silently circulating before its nearly simultaneous recognition across continents
in the summer of 1918, the evidence in support of a solid conclusion is lacking.

The first concrete molecular evidence of the infectious agent responsible for
the 1918 pandemic was obtained only in the late 1990s. The recovery of early
20th century formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue collections from the US
armed forces (Taubenberger et al., 1997), shortly followed by an expedition to
Alaska (Brevig Mission) aimed at unearthing victims of the 1918 pandemic, have
allowed for the identification of an influenza A virus (IAV) of the H1N1 subtype
(Reid et al., 1999). Given the more limited molecular technologies of that time,
it took 9 years until the reconstruction of a complete IAV genome from the
permafrost-preserved body sampled in Brevig Mission (hereafter BM) was accom-
plished (Taubenberger et al., 2005). Completing this genome has been key to
uncovering several aspects of the biology of the 1918 virus. Phylogenetic ana-
lyses revealed that most of the gene segments had likely been derived from
the gene pool circulating in an avian reservoir in the Western Hemisphere
(Worobey et al., 2014). Despite raising controversy, using the BM sequence to
reconstruct a live 1918 virus by means of reverse genetics provided functional
insights that showed how the hemagglutinin (HA) and polymerase complex
genes played a fundamental role in the virus’ ability to cause severe disease
(Watanabe and Kawaoka, 2011; Watanabe et al., 2013).

The subsequent identification of 12 other partial sequences of the hemagglu-
tinin (HA) gene (Reid et al., 2003; Sheng et al., 2011) from English and US tissue
repositories offered the opportunity to compare viral sequences sampled across
locations (Europe and North America) and time (from May 1918 to February
1919). A high sequence identity was revealed, with the BM hemagglutinin (dated
November 1918) differing only by 3 nucleotides from a strain sampled in London
in February 1919. Furthermore, a mutation (G222D) in the receptor binding site
conferring a higher affinity to the human-like α-2,6 sialic acids used for attach-
ment to target cells was identified as potential signature of viral adaptation
in some sequences from the later waves (Sheng et al., 2011). Both variants,
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BOX 4 Archeovirology of 1918 pandemic influenza viruses.—
cont’d
however, showed the same tropism for the respiratory tract and did not differ in
pathogenicity in in vivo models (Qi et al., 2009), providing no clear evidence on
whether a genetic feature may have made the virus deadlier. These comparative
findings were based only on one gene, representing 13% of the viral genome, at
the most. Improvement of sequencing technologies led to a second complete
1918 IAV genome from Camp Upton, New York (Xiao et al., 2013), sampled in
September 1918. Twenty-five single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were
found in comparison to the BM genome sampled 2 months later, suggesting that
(n) variants likely arose during global spread of the virus. Whether any of these
differences would have conferred phenotypic changes remains to be addressed.

The availability of 1918 IAV sequences also informed evolutionary analyses
interrogating the genomic relationship with post-pandemic human seasonal
H1N1 IAVs. Two major theories have been put forward and are still object of
debate: a complete pandemic descendance of the latter opposed to reassortment
with a co-circulating IAV of the same subtype (Smith et al., 2009; Worobey et al.,
2014).

The recent discovery of formalin-fixed lung specimens from 1918 within a
medical collection in Germany provided new perspectives on the many open
questions surrounding this pandemic (Patrono et al., 2021). By recovering one
complete and two partial genomes from 1918 pandemic victims from Munich
(exact sampling date unknown) and Berlin (June 1918), and comparing them
to the existing North American sequences from the 1918 fall, the first genome-
wide comparisons of strains sampled in different continents and waves were
obtained. These revealed a measurable genomic diversity, compatible with both
local outbreaks and intercontinental dispersal of viral strains, and identified two
amino acid sites in the nucleoprotein which consistently differed between 1st
and 2nd wave strains and may represent a signature of viral adaptation to
humans. The genomic information gathered also provided preliminary in vitro
evidence of potential phenotypic differences of 1918 viruses associated with
changes in the polymerase complex genes, and rekindled the hypothesis of a
direct pandemic descendance of seasonal human H1N1 viruses.

More than one century later, we have finally begun to shed light on the
extent of genomic diversity generated throughout the pandemic period and
how this potentially influenced viral phenotypes. Thanks to the solid methods
currently available, retrieving even just a few additional archival samples from
that period may significantly improve the robustness of these preliminary
estimates.
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BOX 5 Archeovirology of HIV-1.
In 1981, the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) was first recognized
as a major public health emergency and by 1983 it became clear that a retrovirus,
which became known as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1), was the
responsible agent (Barre-Sinoussi et al., 1983). The HIV pandemic has since cau-
sed more than 34.7 million deaths, and in 2020 it was estimated that 37.6 million
people in the world were living with HIV (World Health Organization, 2020b).
While several HIV made the cross-species jump from primates into humans, more
than 95% of human infections are thought to be caused by HIV-1 group M viruses
(World Health Organization, 2020b). Understanding the spatial and temporal ori-
gins of the HIV-1 viruses has been a major undertaking, with the hope of under-
standing the diverse factors that facilitated this disease’s emergence and the
particular success of the group M viruses in infecting so much of the global
population.

Since its discovery, vast numbers of HIV-1 sequences in humans have been
generated, and higher levels of diversity in Central Africa documented during the
post-discovery period pointed to an emergence in this region. The discovery of
close relatives of the pandemic groupM viruses in central chimpanzees (Pan trog-
lodytes troglodytes) pointed toward a great ape origin of this virus (Keele et al.,
2006), but the timing and circumstances surrounding the emergence and spread
of this virus in human populations remained an important question.

Archival materials predating the discovery of the virus proved useful for set-
ting a minimum age for the pandemic and helped document the diversity of
viruses that historically circulated in human populations. FFPE autopsy materials
and serum from a sailor who visited West Africa between 1961 and 1965, as well
as from his wife and child who all died of AIDS in 1976 ( Jonassen et al., 1997),
suggested that HIV-1 group O was already circulating in West Africa in the
1960s. Similarly, serological studies of samples collected from Africa between
1959 and 1982 also detected many positive individuals, and Zhu et al. (1998)
were able to generate a partial genome from a plasma sample collected in
Leopoldville, Belgian Congo (now Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo) in
1959; Worobey et al. (2008) generated another partial genome from a sample col-
lected in the same region in 1960. These sequences pointed to an extended
period of undetected spread in Central Africa long before discovery of the virus
in 1983.

Gryseels et al. (2020) were able to harness HTS technologies to generate a
nearly complete genome from a sample collected in 1966. These sequences,
combined with the partial genomes described above, revealed considerable
genetic diversity in west-central Africa long before the recognized AIDS pan-
demic, and importantly allowed for the validation of molecular clock estimates;
these suggested that the pandemic HIV-1 lineage had emerged around the
turn of the 20th century (1881–1918) in Cameroon (Gryseels et al., 2020).
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reads. [For more in depth descriptions of aDNA characteristics, we refer the

reader to recent general reviews on ancient pathogen genomics (Bos et al.,

2019, Duchêne et al., 2020a, Warinner et al., 2017)]

These characteristics were a major impediment for aDNA research before

HTS became available. Short fragments whose sizes are a priori unknown

resulted in high false negative rates when using screening PCR. When pos-

itive samples could be identified, even assembling short mitochondrial

genomes (ca. 16kb-long) required herculean efforts (Roca, 2008; Rohland

et al., 2007). Since detection and sequencing relied on a very potent enrich-

ment strategy and the true target molecules were rare, experiments were par-

ticularly sensitive to contamination. Finally, rare molecules presenting

miscoding lesions considerably increased the risk of including artifactual muta-

tions in final, curated sequences. HTS attenuated these problems and even

turned damage patterns into an actionable aDNA authentication tool.

Indeed, only those sequences demonstrating expected damage patterns of

aDNA are now typically considered authentic.

The conditions in which remains are preserved have a major influence

onDNA degradation and survival. Generally, the drier and colder the better,

as liquid water and heat influence the possibility and kinetics of (organic)

chemical reactions. However, even under ideal conditions, there likely

exists a limit to aDNA survival, which thermodynamic considerations have

estimated to be around 1 million years (Lindahl, 1993). Although remains of

BOX 5 Archeovirology of HIV-1.—cont’d
This corresponds to a period whenmajor cities in the regionwere rapidly growing
on the banks of the Congo River and points to the importance of sociopolitical
factors in the spread of the pandemic. This timeline for emergence also predates
the oral polio vaccine campaigns of the 1957 and 1960, laying to rest the hypoth-
esis that these efforts were directly responsible for the emergence of the
pandemic lineage through the use of a SIV infected vaccine.

Archival materials have also been used to characterize the diversity of HIV-1
circulating in Haiti and the United States in the 1970s and 1980s, to understand
when the virus was introduced from Africa to the Caribbean (around 1966; Gilbert
et al., 2007), and provide support for the hypothesis that the US pandemic was
seeded from this Caribbean outbreak around the 1970s (Worobey et al., 2016).
These studies highlight that well-dated archival materials can provide snapshots
of historic viral diversity that help understand the history of pandemics.
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this age have allowed for genomic reconstructions, the rarity of appropriate

specimens and challenges associated with these successes suggest most acces-

sible aDNA will continue to originate from more recent remains (Orlando

et al., 2013; van der Valk et al., 2021).

To date, few studies have attempted to recover aRNA, a likely conse-

quence of this molecule’s reputation as being much less stable than DNA.

The relative instability of RNA is, however, mostly due to the pervasiveness

of ribonucleases in the environment, suggesting conditions inhibiting these

enzymes’ activity, i.e., the same conditions most amenable to aDNA sur-

vival, should also favor aRNA survival. In practice, recent studies have dem-

onstrated that short RNA molecules do persist for hundreds or even

thousands of years in ancient materials (D€ux et al., 2020; Fromm et al.,

2020; Shaw et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019). We still know very little about

aRNA characteristics, including potential signature miscoding lesions/

damage patterns, complicating the authentication of aRNA sequences.

The specificities of aDNA and aRNA require specific handling measures

and experimental strategies, which have been discussed since the develop-

ment of the field (Handt et al., 1994), and have continuously been reiterated

and refined (Cooper and Poinar, 2000; Orlando et al., 2015; P€a€abo et al.,

2004). In short, the main objectives of these measures/strategies are:

(1) to minimize the risk of contamination with modern nucleic acids

(including but not limited to doing laboratory work in dedicated, specifically

designed facilities; Knapp et al., 2012) and (2) to provide evidence that the

sequences determined are truly ancient (the so-called authentication

criteria). [For a recent list of aDNA authentication criteria, we refer to

(Duchêne et al., 2020a)].

Finally, it is important to note that, practically speaking, aDNA and aRNA

research now mostly employs HTS-based approaches. First and foremost, the

ability to sequence millions and billions of molecules represents an enormous

advantage when looking for rare molecules that are not amenable to PCR-

based enrichment. In addition, HTS-based approaches come with the added

benefit that molecular libraries are generated that are by definition a stable

and reusable resource (contrary to samples and nucleic acid extracts).

Finally, the ability to identify typical damage patterns fromHTS data has argu-

ably become the most important aDNA authentication criterion. While

shotgun-based approaches can generate considerable data for abundant targets,

aDNA-derived HTS libraries are increasingly used in conjunction with

targeted enrichment strategies, with increasing evidence that in-solution

hybridization capture using RNA baits provides the best performance

(Furtw€angler et al., 2020).
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1.2 Lessons from virology
Bearing in mind the characteristics of aDNA/aRNA, here we discuss evi-

dence from virology that may inform predictions about when the genetic

material of viruses may be detectable in ancient remains.

Viruses represent an extremely diverse group of organisms that only share

a small set of features that may influence the relative detectability of their

genomic material in comparison to the detectability of their host’s genomic

material. At minimum, virus particles consist of a nucleic acid genome sur-

rounded by a layer of proteins, the capsid. It is theoretically conceivable that

similar to the protective properties of the thick wall of some bacteria (e.g.,

Mycobacterium leprae; Schuenemann et al., 2013), capsids might have a

protective effect on viral genomes post-mortem.

While such protection might improve the detectability of viral genomes

in ancient samples, a much less favorable characteristic is that viral genomes

are generally extremely small when compared to that of their host. The

human cytomegalovirus (Human betaherpesvirus 5) and the human coronavi-

rus OC43 (Betacoronavirus 1) represent the human-infecting viruses with the

largest DNA and RNA genomes (with a ca. 235kb dsDNA genome for the

former and a ca. 30kb RNA+ genome for the latter) but these are still much

smaller than the smallest genome found in a human-infecting bacterium

(Mycoplasma genitalium, ca. 580kb) or, of course, the human (diploid)

genome (ca. 6Gb). Accordingly, it is predicted that viral genetic material will

be the most diluted component of the diverse metagenomic material

extracted from ancient specimens. Although this can be partially compen-

sated by high replication levels (see below) and the ability to sequence

deeply, shotgun sequencing of metagenomes from healthy and diseased

patients suggest that this dilution will almost always be extreme. For exam-

ple, RNA sequencing of blood from patients infected with Lassa virus

(LASV) that causes hemorrhagic fevers and can reach high viremia, revealed

that the median fraction of LASV reads was 0.0003% (Matranga et al., 2014).

These two shared characteristics of viruses (i.e., presence of a capsid and a

relatively small genome) do not reflect common descent. Viruses are poly-

phyletic (Krupovic et al., 2019) and have considerably diversified during

their complex evolution, arguably making them the most diverse biological

entities on Earth (Mokili et al., 2012). Aspects of this diversity are likely to

influence the relative detectability of the genetic material of different groups

of viruses. Contrary to cells that universally use double-stranded DNA as

genetic material (whether eukaryotic, bacterial or archeal), viruses have

explored all DNA- and RNA-based options to build up their genomes,
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and those equipped with a reverse transcriptase even exist as proviruses inte-

grated to their host cell genomes. If DNA is more stable than RNA and

double-stranded molecules are more stable than single-stranded ones, the

ability to recover ancient viral genetic material should partially reflect

the nature of their genomes (and therefore be predicted by the famous

Baltimore classification).

Viruses have also evolved varied interactions with their hosts. Some

viruses establish transient infections causing acute diseases (e.g., respiratory

viruses), while others can persist in their hosts and cause chronic or latent

infections (e.g., herpes viruses). Often, this results in distinct dynamics of

infection at the population level, with the former circulating in an epidemic

manner, which is usually not true of the latter. This in turn means that, in a

given population, viruses causing acute diseases will only reach high prev-

alence over short periods of time. In contrast, many viruses causing persistent

infections are found at a stable, relatively high prevalence, e.g. two-thirds

and one-tenth of adults worldwide are infected with herpes simplex virus

type 1 and 2, respectively (Smith and Robinson, 2002)—such viruses might

be more easily detected from the relatively small sample sets typical of aDNA

studies.

Tissue tropism and replicative activity will also influence the relative

detectability of particular viruses. Specific viruses may preferentially replicate

in particular tissues, and if they are preserved, these tissues may be more

likely to allow for viral detection. The typical (but by no way unique; see

below) substrate of aDNA analyses is the bone and this tissue is not very fre-

quently targeted by viruses (but see, e.g., parvovirus B19 which targets red

blood cell progenitors in the bone marrow). Yet, all bones are vascularized

and many viruses can be detected in the blood stream of their hosts.

Therefore, this particular tissue is already likely amenable to the detection

of many viruses.

There is a huge variability in the level of replication across viruses, includ-

ing those sharing similar tropism. For example, hematotropic viruses cover a

range that goes from nearly no replication (e.g., human T-cell leukemia

viruses which integrate into their host cell genomes and then almost only

expand clonally with it; Wattel et al., 1995) to intense replication leading

to extremely high viremia (e.g., up to 1013 virions per mL blood for parvo-

virus B19; Bl€umel et al., 2010). Such differences in viremia across viruses will

likely have important effects on their relative detectability in ancient materials.

These factors are not independent of one another. For example, only

DNA viruses have evolved genomes larger than 30kb. Similarly, viruses that
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establish persistent infections (and therefore often reach a high prevalence in

a population) tend to exhibit low replication levels. This suggests that

guessing which viruses can be detected by means of archeovirology will

be a very uncertain game. We expect that the best strategy to address the

question of the feasibility of the detection of specific viruses in ancient

remains will always be to give it a try. To date, this has only been done

in earnest for a few human-infecting viruses. In the next section, we sum-

marize the findings resulting from these efforts. They will help us to better

delineate the shape of archeovirology as it has recently developed.

2. Promises and pitfalls of archeovirology

2.1 Survival, detectability and authentication of ancient
viral sequences

2.1.1 Specimen/sample types
A first reassuring pattern that emerges from early archeovirology studies is

that virus genetic material is detectable in a broad range of periods and

specimen types. The oldest human-infecting virus genomes recovered to

date are estimated to be approximately 7000 years old (M€uhlemann et al.,

2018a). Archeological remains, including bone and soft tissues preserved

in diverse conditions—from buried skeletal remains in temperate zones

(e.g., Krause-Kyora et al., 2018) to mummified soft tissue in arid areas

(Neukamm et al., 2020), have allowed for the recovery of dsDNA virus geno-

mic material. Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) virus genomic material was also

recently detected from similar remains, despite the presumed fragility of such

molecules (M€uhlemann et al., 2018a). Importantly, viral dsDNA and ssDNA

showed patterns of degradation and damage similar to those observed for host

dsDNA, paving the way for the use of classic aDNA authentication criteria for

ancient virus genomics (Patterson Ross et al., 2018).

Specimens collected over the last two centuries, including those pre-

served in medical history museums, have also proven amenable for the

retrieval of viral RNA and DNA. A variety of sample types have been suc-

cessfully analyzed, including permafrost-preserved bodies (Reid et al.,

1999), frozen plasma samples (e.g., Worobey et al., 2016), historic vaccine

vials (Schrick et al., 2017) and equipment (Duggan et al., 2020), and

ethanol- and/or formalin-fixed pathology specimens (e.g., Sheng et al.,

2011). The latter is particularly exciting, as larger collections of formalin-

fixed specimens were long considered as poorly amenable to nucleic acid

retrieval—formalin can induce macromolecule cross links that prevent the
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use of crosslinked nucleic acids, would they still be present. Viral RNA can

however be retrieved relatively easily from formalin-fixed specimens, and

worked with using a diversity of assays, including PCR-based approaches

(e.g., Gryseels et al., 2020). HTS data have revealed the persistence of surpris-

ingly good quality viral RNA in formalin-fixed specimens, notable for their

relatively long average fragment size (D€ux et al., 2020; Patrono et al., 2021;

Xiao et al., 2013). Whether viral dsDNA can also be retrieved from formalin-

fixed specimens is less clear; to date, viral dsDNAgenomes sequenced fromwet

specimens all originated from ethanol-fixed ones (Ferrari et al., 2020; Pajer

et al., 2017).When this could be assessed, viral dsDNA recovered frommedical

history museum specimens showed clear damage patterns, which helps validate

their authenticity (e.g., Ferrari et al., 2020). In contrast, authentic viral RNA

did not exhibit any clear sign of damage patterns (D€ux et al., 2020, Patrono

et al., 2021).

2.1.2 Selection/detection method
An important element of context to interpret the ability to detect viral

sequences is how specimens were initially selected and screened.

Medical specimens offer the unique opportunity of a selection based on

documentation bound to specimens, e.g., case records with complete clin-

ical descriptions or even labels only specifying the diagnosis at time of death.

This allows for the targeted search of cases whose clinical manifestations

agree with a specific viral etiology, even when this etiology was unknown

when the case was handled (e.g., severe immunodeficiency and HIV-1;

Jonassen et al., 1997). In contrast, archeological specimens may constitute

a nearly random sample of mortality causes, with the notable exception

of mass burials dedicated to periods of high mortality associated with partic-

ular outbreaks. Although infectious diseases have long represented a major

burden in terms of mortality (Omran, 2005), they only represented a fraction

of overall mortality, and fatal viral diseases a fraction thereof. This probably

explains a lot of the stark discrepancy in success rates for studies that used

medical or archeological specimens.

Most studies have implemented molecular screening approaches on their

specimens before proceeding with more in-depth sequencing efforts. This

screening typically consisted of PCR or untargeted HTS. As discussed in

the first section of this review, both approaches are likely prone to high false

negative rates - PCR because of the very fragmented nature of aDNA and

aRNA, untargeted HTS because of the extreme dilution of viral sequences

in metagenomic libraries. In theory, screening based on targeted enrichment
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of HTS libraries, a standard practice in paleogenomics for quite some time

now, would be less exposed to such a risk, though this approach has not been

widely implemented in archeovirology. In comparison to PCR-based

screening, hybridization capture tolerates more divergence to the target

(e.g., >50%; Wylie et al., 2015) and given the small size of viral genomes,

a single experiment can often target the entire genome of a virus, further

decreasing the likelihood of not detecting a virus if it is present. Indeed,

hybridization capture coupled to HTS has already been used to generate

complete ancient viral genomes (e.g., M€uhlemann et al., 2018a; Patterson

Ross et al., 2018). In practical terms, applying targeted enrichment of

HTS libraries as a screening strategy would significantly increase experimen-

tal costs, but of the available tools, it likely represents the best strategy to

significantly scale up the sampling of ancient viral genomes (see below).

2.1.3 Authentication/phylogenetic dating criterion
In general, all authentication criteria in use in aDNA research are immedi-

ately applicable to the validation of ancient virus sequences (see first section

of this review and Duchêne et al. (2020a) for a detailed list). In addition,

because viruses are fast-evolving entities, an authentication approach that

is more unusual in other fields of paleogenomics can be used: the confirmation

of the age of a specimen using the temporal signal existing in the sequences

themselves. Assuming a dataset of reference viral sequences can be assembled

that contains a clear temporal signal (that can be formally demonstrated, e.g.,

using Bayesian evaluation of temporal signal; Duchêne et al., 2020b), it is pos-

sible to consider the age of a sequence as an unknown and to use these models

to estimate it (Shapiro et al., 2011). This strategy has already been used suc-

cessfully to support the authenticity of ancient viral sequences, e.g., to validate

the oldest RNA virus genome produced to date, from a 1912 measles case

(D€ux et al., 2020). Of course, it can only be applied when a virus measurably

evolves at the time scales examined (Biek et al., 2015). Although all viruses

evolve at relatively high rates, there is a huge mutation/substitution rate var-

iability across viruses (Duffy et al., 2008). While the divide between slow-

evolving DNA viruses and fast-evolving RNA viruses is probably overly

simplistic, many dsDNA viruses only exhibit measurable evolution at time-

scales ranging from decades to thousands of years, complicating the use of this

approach for verifying the authenticity of a sequence. Indeed, applying the

phylogenetic dating criterion proved to be impossible for authentication of

a 16th century HBV genome (Patterson Ross et al., 2018), a limitation which

will likely apply to most dsDNA viruses.
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2.2 Key questions of archeovirology
2.2.1 Origins and timescales
Human-infecting viruses can either be the descendants of viruses that

infected our most ancient ancestors and therefore long-term associates of

our species, or derive from animal-infecting progenitors that were success-

fully transmitted to humans much more recently, possibly following major

changes in human ecology (e.g., the first epidemiologic transition associated

to neolithization; Armelagos et al., 2005). These two scenarios have been

formally assessed for many human viruses, using a variety of strategies.

For example, viruses related to human-infecting ones have been identified

in our closest relatives, the African great apes, and their sequences were used

to test phylogenetic predictions from the two theories (Calvignac-Spencer

et al., 2021). The long-held suppositions that endemic dsDNA viruses

would often represent ancient associates of humans while endemic RNA

viruses would rather stand for the descendants of (relatively) recently intro-

duced zoonotic agents, seems to be largely supported by available data,

though many exceptions to these rules have been found (Calvignac-Spencer

et al., 2021).

Archeovirology allows for tests of such inferences about the timescales of

associations of viruses with humans (as well as those drawn from historical

records), by directly documenting the presence of viruses in past populations.

For example, the detection of variola viruses in remains dated to ca. 600–
1050CE is definite proof of their circulation at that period of time

(M€uhlemann et al., 2020). This finding agrees with (relatively vague) historical

records of the disease, which phylogenetic dating based on more recent

genomes had not been able to confirm (Duggan et al., 2016).

The question of the origins of viruses can also benefit from the input of

archeovirology in more subtle ways, for example, when ancient sequences

have an impact on our estimates of virus evolutionary timescales (or the con-

fidence we have in these estimates). As mentioned, when so-called tip-

dating methods are used, the ability to estimate timescales critically depends

on the availability of sequences spanning a period long enough so that muta-

tions would have accumulated measurably, so that a temporal signal exists in

the sequence data set (Biek et al., 2015). For a number of DNA viruses, ana-

lyses based on genome sampling over the last half century did not retrieve

such a temporal signal (e.g., HSV-2; Forni et al., 2020a). This lack of signal

also applied to HBV, even after the addition of a 16th century genome

(Patterson Ross et al., 2018). Thousands of years old HBV sequences were
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necessary to robustly estimate the evolutionary timescale of this virus with

tip-dating based molecular clocks, revealing that the last common ancestor

of these viruses circulated in humans between 8000 and 20,000years ago

(M€uhlemann et al., 2018b).

An additional caveat for such explorations of viral timescales is that substi-

tution rate estimates decrease with increasing observation time scales, a

phenomenon known as the time-dependency of molecular rates (TDMR;

Ho et al., 2015). TDMR was detected for many viruses (Aiewsakun and

Katzourakis, 2016; Duchêne et al., 2014), and in some cases its effects have

even been measured during developing outbreaks and pandemics (2009 flu

pandemic; Meyer et al., 2015, e.g., the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic;

Ghafari et al., 2020). Typically, not accounting for this phenomenon will

result in extrapolating short-term rates to deep branches of phylogenetic trees,

and thereby in (often vastly) underestimating deep node ages (Wertheim and

Kosakovsky Pond, 2011). Ancient viral sequences offer a very intuitive way to

mitigate this risk by directly extending the measurement time scale. Including

thousand-year-old parvovirus B19 genomes to molecular clock analyses

resulted in significantly revising their substitution rate (from ca. 10�4 nucle-

otide substitution per site per year using recent sequences, to 10�5 nucleotide

substitutions per site per year) and accordingly a major revision in the esti-

mated age of their last common ancestor (ca. 10,000years, rather than the early

1800s as some had previously proposed; M€uhlemann et al., 2018a).

Ancient viral sequences finally provide an opportunity to test the ability

of molecular clock models to appropriately describe sequence evolution.

The logic here is similar to that of the phylogenetic dating control used

for virus genome authentication: the age of ancient sequences is estimated

and the confirmation of the known age is considered a validation of the

model. This approach has been successfully implemented to validate molec-

ular clock models that were used to estimate the date of the transmission of

SIVcpz to humans (i.e., the emergence of HIV-1; Gryseels et al., 2020) and

the divergence date of measles virus and rinderpest virus (D€ux et al., 2020).
All in all, with the exception of those viruses we know to have emerged

very recently (here, HIV-1 and H1N1 influenza virus), re-estimates of the

(minimum) age of human-infecting viruses based on the inclusion of ancient

sequences have consistently pushed back our estimates quite dramatically (at

least several thousand years). Interestingly, most of these revised, more

ancient dates are still younger than or only shortly precede the Neolithic

transition, perhaps reflecting the impact that the changes that occurred since

this period had on the make-up of the contemporary human virome.
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2.2.2 Diversity and its temporal dynamics
Despite the tendency of models to revise time estimates for viral emergence

back in time, some viruses still reveal surprisingly recent roots, even when

properly accounting for potential biases such as TDMR. For example, the

most recent common ancestors of many respiratory viruses with RNA

genomes fall within the 19th and 20th centuries, e.g., endemic coronaviruses,

human metapneumoviruses, respiratory syncytial viruses or measles viruses

(D€ux et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2013; Vijgen et al., 2005).

The extant genetic diversity of these viruses may not reflect their genetic

diversity historically (even on a very short timescale). Sampling ancient viral

genomes allows for a direct exploration of past diversity and indeed, recent

archeovirology studies have uncovered extinct lineages for HBV (Krause-

Kyora et al., 2018; M€uhlemann et al., 2018b) and variola viruses

(M€uhlemann et al., 2020; Patterson Ross et al., 2018), or early representatives

of extant lineages that diverged before the most recent common ancestor of

their present-day relatives for parvovirus B19 (M€uhlemann et al., 2018a),

measles virus (D€ux et al., 2020) or HIV-1 group M subtype D and

sub-subtype A1 (Worobey et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 1998).

The ability to sample ancient genomes also opens up the possibility to

investigate whether the spatial distribution of a virus genetic diversity chan-

ged through time. Indeed, the genetic diversity of some viruses is structured

by geography, e.g., JC polyomavirus (Human polyomavirus 2) and human

papillomavirus type 16 (HPV16; Alphapapillomavirus 9), and these patterns

have been used to identify the processes that shaped such nonrandom

distributions, e.g., human migrations in the case of JC polyomavirus

(Forni et al., 2020b) and a putative host switch event from archaic humans

for HPV16 (Pimenoff et al., 2017). This also applies to HBV, whose eight

main genotypes have distinct global distributions. Ancient HBV genomes

have provided some first hints that these distributions may have varied

through time; e.g., the detection of the genotype A in samples from south-

western Russia more than 4000years old, in a region that is currently

dominated by the genotype D (M€uhlemann et al., 2018b).

Finally, a crucial question of archeovirology is most certainly that of how

genomic variation through time translated into phenotypic variation, i.e.,

functional evolution. The question is difficult but not impossible to tackle

using genomic data. Arguably the strongest case for functional evolution

is when pseudogenization is observed. The process is more often observed

in viruses with large genomes, as they are more likely to comprise nonessen-

tial and/or redundant genes. Variola virus genomes (ca. 186kbp) sampled

since the Viking Age have shown a very clear tendency to accumulate
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loss-of-function mutations, which has been suggested to reflect their adap-

tation to their hosts (M€uhlemann et al., 2020). A less compelling line of evi-

dence for functional evolution than pseudogenization are observations of

recombinant lineages that arose through exchanges of large genomic frag-

ments and that persisted over long periods of time, perhaps suggestive of

altered functions/fitness. Interestingly, archeovirology already allowed for

the dating of two such recombination events that led to the formation of

HBV genotype A and parvovirus B19 genotype 2 which were dated to

7400–9000 and 5000–6800years ago, respectively (M€uhlemann et al.,

2018a,b).

For recent viral pandemics, the question of functional evolution during

the initial phases of the pandemic (typically a couple of years) might even be

answerable with archeovirological approaches. For example, the potential

impact of mutations that affected 1918 influenza A viruses has already been

discussed, particularly when comparing prepandemic peak viruses to those

that circulated at the height of the pandemic. A mutation (G222D) in the

receptor binding site of the hemagglutinin (HA) gene and two mutations

(G16D, L283P) in the nucleoprotein gene, respectively, expected to

improve attachment to target cells and to help evade innate antiviral response

have been proposed as potential signatures of viral adaptation to humans

(Patrono et al., 2021; Sheng et al., 2011). The completion of the first

1918 influenza A virus genome also allowed for the resurrecting of the virus

to study its properties in vitro and in vivo (Tumpey et al., 2005). This achieve-

ment highlights both the possibility to bring back extinct viruses to life and

thereby to characterize aspects of their phenotypes directly—a process that

their small genomes greatly facilitates in comparison to any other biological

entity (Shapiro, 2017)—and possible dual-use problems that such avenues of

research may create (Sharp, 2005).

A major hurdle to the study of temporal dynamics of genomic (and pos-

sibly phenotypic) diversity are the very low number of samples from which

genetic material has been retrieved. At the moment, the best sampled viruses

are variola viruses, for which 37 positive ancient specimens spanning

roughly 1500years have already been identified (of which 13 allowed for

near complete genome recovery; Box 3). Similarly (and despite the enor-

mous interest it has generated), the 1918 influenza pandemic is currently

only described by 15 partial HA sequences, 1 complete HA sequence, 2 par-

tial and 3 complete genomes (Box 4).While it seems reasonable to hope that

archeovirology studies will progressively scale up and increase the sample

sizes and time scales it explores, reaching truly high numbers as can be

achieved for current epidemics will never be possible, because medical
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and archeological specimens are themselves sparse. Therefore, it is very

likely that this field of research will always entail some degree of speculation.

Importantly, this limitation also applies to a certain degree to our sampling

of extant viral diversity, which is often surprisingly spotty and/or biased.

Filling in gaps in our understanding of extant diversity also represents an

important avenue of research that will allow for a better contextualization

of archeovirological findings.

3. Outlook

While we have focused in this review on studies of the archeovirology

of human viruses, the molecular zooarcheology and archaeobotany of

viruses infecting plants and animals also clearly represent exciting avenues

of research. Plant and animal viruses are interesting by themselves, but ani-

mal viruses also represent the progenitors of many human viruses (zoonoses)

and both animal and plant virus are thought to have had a major impact on

human health throughout history (e.g., rinderpest outbreaks in cattle have

been responsible for major famines). Natural history museum collections

provide an incredible resource for such efforts (Lopez et al., 2020); for exam-

ple, koala museum skins collected in the late 19th and 20th centuries enabled

an investigation of the invasion of the koala retrovirus into koala populations,

yielding surprising results about the invasion process (Ávila-Arcos et al., 2012).

There is every reason to expect that plant and animal remains at archeological

sites will contain a rich diversity of preserved nucleic acids of ancient viruses

(Peyambari et al., 2019); though exciting, we caution that the challenges and

pitfalls described above for archeovirological studies of human viruses also

apply to animal and plant viruses and many of the same best practices should

be employed to ensure the authenticity of data.

These fields, in conjunction with the ongoing renaissance in

archeovirological studies of human viruses, clearly have much potential to

provide new insights into the history of viruses that have impacted human-

ity. We anticipate such studies will provide much needed data to study the

patterns and processes that have driven disease emergence in the past that

may even be able to inform prevention measures in the future.
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